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Colyton Fire Station 
 
Since the Fire Authority announced a consultation which includes the closure of Colyton Fire 
Station, I have 

● Publicised the online petition which has reached 1200 signatures in under a week. 
● Joined a 100-strong protest at the Fire Station which made TV news. 
● Written, together with EDDC Cllr Paul Arnott, to all members of the Authority urging them 

not to proceed. 
● Put the Authority’s plans on the agenda of the County Council’s Corporate Infrastructure 

and Regulatory Services Scrutiny Committee for September. 

I aim to attend the public meeting which the Authority are holding on 16 July in Colyton Town 
Hall. 

Key Seaton traffic signs out of action 
 
I have protested strongly at the delays in repairing the main Seaton tourist sign at the 
A3052/Seaton Down Hill junction, and the damaged sign at Fisherman’s Gap, both of which I 
first riased two months ago. The Skanska director concerned has promised me that they will 
‘press ahead with haste’ in fixing the A3052 sign, and I am waiting for a response on the other. 
 
Harbour Road, Seaton, proposed crossing 
 
I have asked for a traffic survey during the coming school holiday period, which I hope to use to 
press the case at the County Council.  
 
20 MPH speed limits 
 
The County’s Traffic Speeds task group has produced a very full report whose proposals are 
now going to Cabinet. They include trials of comprehensive 20 mph limits in Newton Abbot and 
Kingkerswell, Highways to produce a toolkit for communities to promote ‘safer streets’ for 
pedestrians and cyclists, and new developments to be designed to produce 20 mph driving. 
 
Seaton Area Health Matters 
 
I attended a Steering Group meeting and was re-elected to this group. Under its Chair, Cllr Jack 
Rowland, Health Matters has had a positive response to its proposals for Seaton Hospital from 
the CCG and RD&E, and is waiting for detailed discussions. 
 
Rural broadband roll-out crisis 



 
The Corporate Infrastructure and Regulatory Services Scrutiny Committee received yet another 
report on the disastrous failure of Gigaclear to deliver on its programmes. Connecting Devon 
and Somerset (CDS) are waiting for Gigaclear’s proposed redesign of the project and will 
decide by the end of August whether to allow them to proceed, or to remove them as the 
contractor.  
 
I asked for further information on CDS’s Community Challenge scheme which allows 
communities, working with a contractor, to devise their own local scheme. CDS will offer advice 
and funding and while schemes so far have been for 35-45 properties, they will look at any 
scale or type of proposal. 
 
An individual voucher of up to £350 can also be applied for from the Better Broadband Voucher 
Scheme. 
 
Libraries 
 
I have written an article ‘Is there a future for Devon’s libraries?’, in the Summer issue of 
Devonshire Magazine (now online only; you find it a page 140). 
 
Doing What Matters grants 
 
These are Devon County Council grants to connect people in a positive, fulfilling and inclusive 
way: tackling and reducing loneliness and undesired isolation of all types and across all age 
groups.  
 
Projects should build relationships and connections locally, across all age groups 

● help people to become more physically active 

● help people to take notice of their local environment 

● develop opportunities for culture, creativity or learning 

● support giving across local people and communities, including volunteering 

● make people feel safer locally 

Grants will be between £5,000 and £20,0000 at a maximum of 75% of project costs, and must 
be completed by March 2020. 

 


